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The Fire 7-inch tablet user’s manual provides owners of the inexpensive yet feature-packed device insight into using their tablet to its fullest potential. Bestselling technology ebook author Shelby Johnson brings her latest help guide to those who are inexperienced, intermediate, or even a bit more advanced in terms of their tech gadget use. What you’ll learn inside the Fire 7 tablet user’s guide:
- How to set up your tablet including social media, security & more
- How to set up and use Child Profiles & Family Library
- How to pair Bluetooth devices with your tablet
- How to get more storage out of your device
- Information about which apps and games to consider downloading
- How to "sideload" apps onto the tablet that aren't in the app store
- How to install Google Play Store on your tablet for more apps
- Information about what accessories are best with this tablet
- How to troubleshoot tablet issues, and much more!

Author Shelby Johnson has helped thousands of technology device owners to better understand and use their various gadgets including previous versions of the Kindle Fire HD line of tablets. This Fire 7 tablet user’s guide is a perfect and inexpensive reference to go along with the tablet and will help to get more out of the Fire. Download your copy today to truly unleash the power of your device!
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They should include this type of manual in the box of each device that sells. I was completely lost until I ran across this. I had started out as I normally do to register it, but somehow I hit an Oriental language instead of English and no matter what I did I couldn't change it. I was so frustrated that I almost sent it back. When I came across this manual, I finally got it to work. This took up two days of my time!! To add insult to misery, the very next day it went down $10. So do yourself a favor and put a manual in with it......

I have purchased many user guides that haven't really told me what I didn't already know. This book didn't fall into that category. There were many features that I was unaware of and I will now be using thanks to this book. I have other devices, such as the Fire TV and the Echo, that I will seek out a Shelby Johnson guide for. Highly recommended and very helpful!

The ONLY Guide/Book you need tells everything you need to know simple direct and to the point.

I always need more information than the "onboard" manuals usually have. This got me through the transition of confused owner to capable user.

Great help. I recommend for first time tablet users.

Why wouldn't ship a user's manual with the Fire is beyond me! Are we expected to try "trial-and-error"? Good manual, and it's not that expensive.

Very useful. I refer to it often as sometimes I forget how to do some steps.
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